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Abstract. A definition of detailed balance for quantum dynamical semigroups is
given, and its close connection with the KMS condition is investigated.
1. Introduction
In recent works [1-3] various definitions of detailed balance for a quantum
Markovian master equation have been proposed and discussed. In this paper, we
give a definition of detailed balance for a quantum dynamical semigroup of a PF*algebra, which extends the analogous notion proposed in [3] for quantum
dynamical semigroups of matrix algebras (for a heuristic motivation, based on the
analogy with the corresponding classical concept, see [3,4]). We give the general
form of the generator L of a dynamical semigroup of ^ p f ) satisfying detailed
balance and with a norm continuous dissipative part, thus extending the result of
[3].
The physical meaning of this seemingly formal definition is investigated by
showing that the property of detailed balance is characteristic of dynamical
semigroups describing relaxation to thermal equilibrium, thus providing yet
another characterization of KMS states.
2. Quantum Detailed Balance
Let Jί be a PF*-algebra. A dynamical semigroup of Jί [5-7] is a weakly *continuous one-parameter semigroup {Φt:t^0} of completely positive identity
preserving normal maps of Jt into itself, with Φo the identity map.
Let ρ be a faithful normal state on Ji which is stationary under {Φt}, and denote
by (Jf, π, Ω) the GNS triple associated to ρ. There exists [8,9] a strongly continuous
contraction semigroup {Φt} on J Γ such that
Φtπ(Λ)Ω = π(Φt(Λ))Ω for all
*
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Denote by L the densely defined generator of {Φt}.
Definition. We say that {Φt} satisfies detailed balance w.r.t. ρ if there exist a
selfadjoint operator Ls and a skewadjoint operator Lh in jf such that
(i) Lψ=Lsψ + Lhψ

(2.2)

for all ψ in a dense linear manifold ΉCJf which is a common core for L, L s , Lh
(ii) π(αt(4))Ω = exp(L Λ ί)π04)β

(2.3)

defines a weakly ^-continuous group {αj of ^-automorphisms of ^ # ;
(iii) π(Γt(A)) Ω = exp(Ls£) π(4) Ω

(2.4)

defined a dynamical semigroup {Γt} of ^ .
{αf} (resp., {Γt}) will be called the Hamiltonian part (resp., the dissίpative part) of
Remarks. It can be shown that if a decomposition (i) exists with Ls = Lf, Lh= — L*,
then it is unique (Appendix A) and that (iii) is actually a consequence of (i) and (ii)
(Appendix B).
The state ρ is stationary for {αf} and {Γt}. Indeed, ρ(oct(A)) = ρ(a_t(i)A) =

(Γ(A))

(Γ(t)A)

(A)

Both {αf} and {Γt} commute with the modular automorphism group {σj [10]
associated to ρ. This property, which for {αj is well known [11], is a special case of
the following
Proposition 2.1. If two completely positive identity preserving maps Γ and Γ of a W*algebra Ji satisfy
ρ(Γ'(A)B) = ρ(AΓ(B))

for all

A.BeJί,

where ρ is a faithful normal state on Jl, then Γ and Γ commute with {σt}.
Sketch of the Proof The contraction maps Γ and Γ on Jf, associated to Γ and Γ' as
in Equation (2.1), commute strongly with the modular operator Δ [12, Lemma 2].
Since Ω is separating for %{Jί\ the statement follows.
In the following, we restrict our consideration to the case Jt = &(34f), the algebra
of all bounded operators on a separable Hubert space Jf. This is a suitable
framework for the description of the reduced dynamics of a spatially confined
quantum open system. For this case, we give a classification of the generators of
dynamical semigroups which satisfy detailed balance and possess a norm continuous dissipative part.
The Hamiltonian part {αj of a dynamical semigroup {Φt} of ^ ( J f ) satisfying
detailed balance with respect to a faithful normal state ρ is of the form [13,
Corollary 2.9.32, p. 120 and Remark 2, p. 166]
at(A) = Qxp(itH)A exp(- itH),

Ae@(34?),

(2.5)

where H is a selfadjoint operator in j ^ , commuting with the density matrix which
expresses ρ (and for which we shall use the same notation ρ).
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If the dissipative part {Γt} of {Φt} is norm continuous, then Γt = exp(Lsί), where
Ls is a bounded linear map of J^(Jf) into itself. In this case, π(^(jf))Ωis a core for Ls
7
[14, Theorem X.49], and the restriction of Ls to π ^ J f ) ) is given by
Lsπ{Λ)Ω = π(Ls(A))Ω,
Hence the selfadjointness of Ls is equivalent to
for all

Q(Ls(A)B) = ρ(ALa(B))

A9BeΛ(Jf).

(2.6)

A linear map LsoiSS(3^) satisfying (2.6) will be called ρ-symmetric a linear map Lα
of $(jf) will be called ρ-αntίsymmetric if

ρ(L β μ)B)=-ρμL β (B))

for all

4,BεΛ(Jf).

(2.7)

Theorem 2.2. 77ιe general form of a ρ-symmetric generator Ls of a norm continuous
dynamical semigroup {Γt} of έ%(jή?) is the following
Ls(A) = uw-lhn
N-+00

£
rr'ss' = l

Crr,ss,\LPrr,APs,s-^{Prr,Ps,s,A}'\,

(2.8)

where Ae@{3tf) and
Prr' = \ry (rΊ ίl r )}

a

complete orthonormal set (c.o.n.s.)

of eigenvectors of ρ, ρ\r) =ρr\r}

(2.9)

{Crr,ss,} is a positive matrix in the sense that
£ x^'Crr'SS>xss>^0

for all sequences

(2.10)

rr'ss'

{χrr'} for

which the expression converges;

N

Σ
rr'ss' = 1
C

rr'SS'Qs

Crr,ss,Prr,Ps,s converges ultraweakly as N^co;
= Cs'Sr'rQS'

(or, equivalent^,

(2.11)
(2-12)

Crr.8S,ρr =

Cs.sr,rρr,).

Remark. Note that the condition characterizing ρ-symmetry is (2.12).
Proof Ls can be written as [7]

where Ψ is a completely positive normal map of SSffl) and H = H*e0β(M;). By
Proposition 2.1, Ls commutes with σt = ρk( .)ρ~ k. Hence, with no loss of generality,
we can assume Ψ to commute with {σt} and H to commute with ρ. Indeed, Ψ can be
T

replaced by lim (1/2T) J dtσtΨσ_v
T —* 00

where the limit exists and defines a normal

rp

map (compare [15]) and the convergence is in the bounded-weak topology, with
respect to which the cone of completely positive maps is closed [16]. Similarly, H
can be replaced by ww-lim(l/2T) j dtσt(H) (compare [15]). We can choose {|r>}
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such that H\r} =ε,|r>. Write Ψ{A) = £ VfAVp Ay^&W)
j
[17] and let
rr ss

v r s -i

*- sr

ί^u \ i j

ι / \

(ultraweak convergence)

ι jI /

= Ks,sr,r unless ρsρ^1=ρrρ^ί.

Since Ψ commutes with {σj, Krr,ss,=0
symmetry of L s , i.e.

Then the ρ-

for all r, r', s, 5r

TrlρPsrLs{Pr,s,y] = TrlρL s {P sr ) Psv,]
is equivalent to
QsKrr'ss' ~ Qs'Ks'sr'r = 2

ί

^

s

(2

~ £r)Qsδrr'δss'

1 3

)

JV

Let HN= ^ ε r P^. We may set ε x = 0 ; then, by Equation (2.13),

Σ

rr = 1
N

Let ^ ( ^ 4 ) =

^

^'ss'^^^s's'

^ e ^ ( J ' f ) . Defining the completely positive

rr'ss'= 1

map EN \ $($?)-+£β{2tf) by
N
r=ί

we have HN = EN(H) and ΨN = ENΨEN.
Define also the completely positive map Ψ'N of J * ( ^ ) by
^ N ( ^ ) = ΣEN(V*

~ vfi)AEN(Vj - Vjί)

j
N
rr'ss' = 1

where ϋ, = < l | 7 i | l > and

CM = Σ <r\(Vf-ψ)\r'} <5'| V,.-D/)|s>
j
= ^r'5S' -

5

. r ' ^ l Us' -

δ

K

ss' rr'

S

δ

11 + rr' ss'

{Crr,ss,} is positive by definition and satisfies condition (2.12) by Equation (2.13).
Moreover, we have
Σ

crr,ss,pr,ps,s=ψ'N(i)

rr'ss' = 1

(2.14)

= ENΨ(QN)-2iEN(H)-EN(ί)Kllιl.
Now uw-limEN(H) = H, uw-limEJί)
iV->oo

N-*oo

ί

= i, and lim Tr{^ 0 [£ J v ϊ ((2 J V )-!f'(ll)]}=0
N^KX)

for all i4 0 in the linear span J* o of the P r s 's. Since 0$o is dense in the space of trace
class operators on ^ and Tr {AOIENΨ(QN)~ Ψ(ί)']} is bounded by 2|| A o || JΨW, the
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expression (2.14) converges ultraweakly as N-^cc to
Finally, a straightforward calculation yields

E

N(A)}

+ ilHN, EN{A)]

For A in <%0, the ultraweak limit of the r.h.s. as N-> αo is L(A) by the same arguments
as above. The extension to ^ ( J f) is made using the ultraweak density of $0 in
^ p f ) , the ultraweak continuity of Ls and uniform boundedness estimates.
Conversely, if a map Ls is of the form (2.8) and satisfies (2.9)-(2.11), then it is of
the Lindblad type [7] with no Hamiltonian part, and

Ψ(A) = uwΛim £

Crr,ss,Prr,APss,

Ae^{^).

By Equation (2.11), Ψ is well defined and normal. It is completely positive by
Equation (2.10) and the fact that the cone of completely positive maps is closed in
the bounded-weak topology [16]. The ρ-symmetry of Ls follows immediately from
Equation (2.12). Q.E.D.
Remark. In the special case dim J f = N<oo and ρ the central state ρ = τ = N~ 1 ί , it
follows from the form of the generator given in [6] that a τ-symmetric generator has
the general form
L.(A) = i Ύ'

(2.15)

ctj{FjlA, FJ + [Fj, A\ Ft),
i

where Fj = Fj, Tr(F7) = 0, T ^ F ^ ) = δij9 and where {ctj} is a positive symmetric
matrix. These are exactly the generators describing the dynamics of an JV-level
system with a purely random Gaussian stochastic Hamiltonian [18], or the reduced
dynamics of an iV-level system in the limit of singular coupling to a reservoir at
infinite temperature [19].
Remark. An elegant expression of the general form of a ρ-symmetric generator has
been given by Alicki [3] in the case when dim^f = ΛΓ< oo and the spectrum of ρ is
nondegenerate. The latter restriction can be dropped with the aid of the result (2.15)
above, and the form of Ls then reads
Ls(A)=ίΊ Σ Dypr I^Xy] + ίXfj,Λ]XU},

(2.16)

where

Xf^Xtj
Dy^O

217

= δiΦji>

(

-•QiQ7%j9

(2.18)

for

ρ^Qji

for all ij;

Xfj=Xji
DijQj = DjiQi

far
for

ρ^ρj,
ρΦρr

The proof of this statement is given in Appendix C.

)

(2.19)
(2.20)
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3. Weak Coupling Limit and KMS Condition'
In this section, we investigate the close connection between quantum detailed
balance for dynamical semigroups obtained in the limit of weak coupling [20] and
the KMS condition for the associated reservoirs.
Consider a spatially confined quantum system S interacting with an infinite
reservoir JR. We describe S by an algebra of observables 3S{ffl\ 2tf a separable
Hubert space, with dynamics determined by a semibounded selfadjoint
Hamiltonian H with pure point spectrum and such that exp( — βH) is trace class for
allj8>0.
We denote by si the C*-algebra of observables of JR and assume R to be initially
in a state ω which is stationary under the free evolution. We describe the latter by a
weakly *-continuous group {αj of ^-automorphisms of the von Neumann algebra
siω = πω(si)", implemented by a group of unitaries of the GNS space J^ ω , assumed
to be separable. In the following, these conditions will be summarized by the
notation R = (s#9 ω, αt).
We couple S to R by a bounded interaction
gV=g

£ Fj<8>q>j

(3.1)

with g>0, Fj = FfeΛ(Jtr)9 φ} = φje^ω,
ω(φj) = 0.
Under suitable conditions on the sufficiently fast decay of the multi-time
correlation functions of the operators ψj in the state ω [20, Theorem 2.3], the
reduced dynamics in the interaction picture for the observables of S in the weak
coupling limit (#->0, τ = g2t finite) is described by a dynamical semigroup whose
generator L is bounded, commutes with the free evolution of 5 and is given by [20]

Σ

Σ

rr'ss' = l
εr-εr> = εs-εS'

ij=l

L(A)=uw-\im
N

^

c o

AP,s

rr

(FjMFd,.(isijtεr-εr.)δ,,lPr,A]
- k {Prr.P,s, A}-]),

(3.2)

where Ae&(£?) and
Prr, = \r} <V|, {|r>} a c.o.n.s. of eigenvectors of H,
\r)=εr\r>,

H

{F^rr,^<r\F^

(3.3)

+ 00

hij(X)= j dte'^h^t),

hiβ) = ω{φ^0Lt{φ^)\

-uϊ*m.
2π

j ^

u-λ

(3.4)

(3.5,

£P denoting the principal part. By virtue of Davies' conditions [20] the h^X) are
continuous functions. Furthermore, {/^(/l)} is a positive matrix for all ieIR by
Bochner's theorem [14, Theorem IX.9].
The generator L is the sum of a Hamiltonian part i[i? 1 ? . ], where H1 commutes
with H, and a non-Hamiltonian part which depends on the correlation functions
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hijiλ) of R. If ω is a KMS state at inverse temperature /?>0, then
ρi3 = exp( — j8H)/Tr[exp( — βHJ] is a stationary state for the reduced dynamics
{exp(Lί)}, the Hamiltonian part is ρ^-antisymmetric, and the non-Hamiltonian part
is ρ^-symmetric as a consequence of the KMS condition on the Fourier transforms
hji(-λ) = exp(-βλ)hij(λ)

for all

AelR.

(3.6)

Then, {exp(Lί)} satisfies detailed balance with respect to the canonical state ρβ.
Negative or infinite temperatures (jS^O) are allowed if S is an JV-level system.
Detailed balance for the Markov process induced on the diagonal elements was
already recognized by Davies [20].
In order to prove the converse result that detailed balance for the reduced
dynamics implies the KMS condition for the reservoir, we need some technical
assumptions.
We require that there exists a subset & of the selfadjoint part of siω such that
a) if φ is in 01, then also at(φ) is in 01 for all t, and the smeared operators
φ(f)==§dtf(t)(xt(φ) are in 0ί for all functions/(ί) whose Fourier transforms are C 0 0
of compact support;
b) if φ is in 0i, then ω(φ) = 0, and for all φi9 φj9 hφ) = ω{φμt{φj)) is in L^IR), so
that its Fourier transform h^λ) is continuous;
c) the multi-time correlation functions of the operators (pjE& in the state ω
satisfy the conditions which allow the application of Theorem 2.3 of [20], so that
the weak coupling limit technique can be applied and leads to the result (3.2) for all
couplings of the form (3.1) with φ}e0t',
d) for any bounded interval /ClR, there exists a finite collection
such that
Σ hijW + O for all

λel.

(3.7)

If R is a quasifree fermion reservoir and ω is a quasifree gauge invariant state, we
can choose 0ί to be the set of selfadjoint linear combinations of creation and
annihilation operators smeared with test functions having a compact support in the
energy space; then, all assumptions a), ...,d) are satisfied (for an explicit form of
condition c) in the case of a quasifree reservoir, see Section 3 of [20]). For general
reservoirs, we lack an explicit form of condition c), and we need either one of the
following additional conditions to hold:
e) the linear span of ^ u { l } is a strongly dense *-subalgebra of s/ω\
e') the dynamics {oct} can be defined at the C*-algebra level as a strongly
continuous group of ""-automorphisms of si and the linear span of ^?u{i} is
uniformly dense in si.
Theorem 3.1. Let R = (stf,ω,ott) be an infinite quantum system coupled to a spatially
confined quantum system S with dim^f ^ 6 . Assume that the reduced dynamics
{exp(Lί)} ofS in the weak coupling limit satisfies detailed balance with respect to some
faithful state ρ,for all choices ofH and of a coupling gV of the form (3.1), with φ effl.
ρ is assumed to be stationary under the free dynamics of S, and may depend, a
priori, on H and on gV.
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Then, ifΊM satisfies assumptions a), ...,d), there exists a real number β such that
hji(-λ)

= Qxp{-βλ)hίj(λ)

for all λelΆ,

φi9φssΛ

9

and ρ is the canonical state ρ/3 = exp( — /?#)/Tr[exp( — βHJ] (when J f is infinitedimensional, this forces β to he positive). In the quasifree fermion case, or if e) or e')
holds, ω is KMS at inverse temperature β.
Proof The strategy of the proof consists in showing that the ratio h^ — λ)/^^) is a
positive multiplicative function of λ, which does not depend on i andj, as in [21].
We can assume the spectrum of H to be nondegenerate and fix our attention on
six eigenvectors of H, which we label |1>, ...,|6>, with eigenvalues ε 1 ? ...,ε 6 . Let
εs Φ εs, for 5 Φ s' and εs+ 3 — εs,+ 3 = εs — εs, (5, s' = 1,2,3). We consider only couplings
of the form (3.1), where the operators Fj are linear combinations of the Prr, with
r, r' = 1,..., 6. Then all the summations in the expression (3.2) of L are finite, and we
can define a bounded linear operator L on J*(jf) by
Ίτ{_ρL'{A)B~\ =Tr[ρAL(£)],

A, Be@{Jtf).

(3.8)

The most convenient way of imposing detailed balance on L is to require the ρantisymmetric part La = {l/2)(L — Lf) of L to be a derivation. A straightforward
computation yields
λ

rr'ss' = ί
εr-εr>=εs-εS'
=λ

M

β

,sAPrr),

where Ae@(jf). The condition La(PmnPpq) = La(Pmn)Ppq + PmnLa(Ppq)
q is equivalent to the following two equations

M

M

^

^

^

o

,

(3.9)
for all m, n, p,

(3.io)

where r φ r ' , sφs', λ = εr — εr, φ 0, and

Σ [M°)-M°fl(ί'7)rr(ί1ί)»=o.

(3.ii)

Take φ 1 ? φ 2 in $. By choosing a coupling

V=Fί®φ1+F2®φ2,
where Fj and F2 are suitable linear combinations of the Prr,9 r, r' = 1,..., 6, it can be
seen from (3.10) and (3.11) that h12(λ) = 0 for some λ if and only if h21{ — λ) = 0.
Let £ be the subset of IR on which h12(λ) does not vanish. By assumptions
a),..., d), for any positive integer m it is possible to choose a finite collection {(pj}f™]3
of operators in 01, smeared with test functions whose Fourier transforms vanish in
E, and such that
n(m)

Σ ίyWΦO for all
0=1

%(A)=0
hji=hlj

for

Aε£,

i,j = 3, ...,n(m),

= hj2 = h2j = 0 identically for j = 3,..., w(m).

(3.12)
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Choose a coupling
n(m)

γim)= £

F

0

7=1

with

for j = 3,...,n(m)9

Fj = Fί+F2

so that Equation (3.10) yields
Γ

«(m)

Ί

n(m)

* 2 i(-λ) + Σ M - λ ) = βA" 1 \K2W + Σ % «
for all s,s' = l,2,3, r = s + 3, r'= sf+ 3, λ = εs-εs,φ0.
( — m,rή), with values in (0, oo), by
Ί Γ

n(m)

[

n(m)

£ 2 i(-λ) + Σ ^i(-A) ί 1 2 W + Σ W
JL

ij=3

ϋ=3

By Equation (3.13), μ{m\λ) = QSQ~ 1 {εs-εs.=λ)
It follows that

(3.13)
Define a function μ(m\λ) on
Ί - l

(3.14)
J

for λ=\=0.

for λ, λ', λ + λ' in ( — m, m) and different from zero. By the continuity of μ(m)(X), this
still holds when some of the A, λ\ λ + λ' are zero.
If m<m\ by suitably smearing the operators (pj{n(m)<j^n(mf)) with test
functions having energy support disjoint from ( — m, m), we can fulfill the condition
μ(m\λ) = μim'\λ)

for

\λ\<m.
(m)

Therefore, the limit of the sequence {μ } defines a function μ :IR->(0, oo) which
satisfies
μ(λ)μ(λ') = μ{λ + λ')

for all A, A'

in R .

(3.15)

Hence μ(λ) is an exponential. For λ in £, μ(λ) reduces toh2ί( — λ)/hί2(λ) by Equation
(3.12). Hence
h21(-λ) = exP(-βί2λ)h12(λ)

(3.16)

for some real number βί2.
We show that βί2 is independent of the choice of φί9 φ2 in 01. By assumption d),
we can find a positive number M and two elements φl9 φ2 oί 01 such that
ί12(λ)Φθ

for all

|λ|<M,

and a pair φ 3 , φ 4 in ^ such that /J 34 (AQ)4=0 for some λ0e(— 2M, 2M). Choose a
coupling
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with
F 2 = ( P 4 5 + P 5 6 ) + h.α,
F 4 = P 4 6 + h.c.

F3=P13+h.c,
Then, setting ε1—ε3=λ0

and using Equation (3.16), Equation (3.10) yields
1
1

(λ =

ε1-ε2),

(λ' =

ε2-ε3),

so that β34. = β12. This proves that the real number β is the same for all correlation
functions whose Fourier transforms do not vanish identically in ( — 2M, 2M).
Hence, using again assumption d), we can choose a finite collection {<P;}J= i such
that
£

j

for all

\λ\<2M

and
tiji(-λ)

for all ίj=l,...,p.

= exp(-βλ)hij(λ)

(3.17)

Then, let φ g , φ r in J? be such that hqr(λ0) Φ 0 for some λ0 e (— 4M, 4M), and choose a
coupling

with
.C

Then, setting ε1—ε3=λ0

Qxp(-βλ) = ρίρ21
exp( - j8λ') = ρ 2 ρ^"

for

j=l,...,p,

and using Equation (3.17), Equation (3.10) yields

(A = ε 1 - ε 2 ) ,
1

(λf = ε2 - ε 3 ) ,

Hence j8βr = β. Iterating the above argument proves that there exists a real number β
such that Equation (3.6) holds for all φi9 ψj in ^ .
From the above discussion, it follows that the eigenvalues ρr of ρ (r = 1,..., 6) are
given by
0r = e x p [ - j 8 ( e r - f i l ) ] e i .

(3.18)

Since the choice of the six eigenvectors 11 >,..., |6> is arbitrary, Equation (3.1δ) holds
for all the eigenvalues of ρ. Then, ρ is proportional to Qxp(-βH). If 2tf is infinitedimensional, this rules out the case β rg 0.
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In the quasifree fermion case, the KMS condition (3.17) can be extended to the
strongly dense *-algebra of polynomials in the operators of M, using the expansion
formulas
n

)= Σ s i g n P Π
where 0>n is the set of those permutations p of {1, ...,2/t} for which p(2r — l)<p(2r)
and p(2r- l)<p(2r +1). The extension to the whole s/ω follows from Corollary 1,
p. 200, of [22]. The same Corollary allows the extension of the KMS condition to
the whole algebra for general reservoirs, under assumption e). When e') holds, the
extension can be made with the same arguments as m [21]. Q.E.D.
The formal similarity of the above proof with the arguments of [21], in which
the KMS condition was derived as a consequence of stability, suggests the existence
of a link between stability and detailed balance. This is confirmed by the following
Theorem 3.2. Let R = (stf, ω, α,), and let S be a spatially confined quantum system
whose free Hamiltonίan H possesses a nondegenerate spectrum. Assume that the
reduced dynamics of S derived in the limit of weak coupling to R leaves invariant a
faithful state ρ, which does not depend on the coupling gV and is stationary under the
free dynamics of S. Then the reduced dynamics {exp(Lί)} of S satisfies detailed
balance w.r.t. ρ.
Proof Since the spectrum of H is nondegenerate, ρ commutes with H as well as with
the Hamiltonian part of the reduced dynamics. Hence, it is a stationary state for the
reduced dynamics iff
rr'ss'

ij=l

(3

• {P8.sQPrr. - \ PrrPs>& ~ \ QPrr'Ps's) =0'

19

Now, ρPrr,=ρrPrr,. With r = s9 r' = s\ the above formula yields
Σ Σ (^)rr'(f i )r>[M β r- f i r')βr-M β r'- e r)βr']=O

(3.20)

for all r. Fix two indices k,k' (k + kf) and let Fj = λj(Pkk, + Pk,k) + iμj(Pkk,-Pk,kl
μ^eR Then Equation (3.20) with r = k gives (zj = λj + iμj)

λp

n

The expression within square brackets defines a Hermitian matrix for all k, k'. The
complex numbers zj are arbitrary, hence
M % ' " £k) = QkQw %Mk - εk')

(k + W).

(3.21)

Upon inserting Equation (3.21) into Equation (3.20), it is seen that (3.21) holds also
for k = kr. Thus the non-Hamiltonian part of L is ρ-symmetric. Its Hamiltonian part
is clearly ρ-antisymmetric. This amounts to detailed balance. Q.E.D.
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Remark. The hypothesis of Theorem 3.2 is a stability property of the state ρ(x)ω of
the combined system S + R, and it can be regarded as a natural characterization of
what is meant by saying that the system S is in thermal equilibrium with the "heat
bath" R (compare [23]).
Appendix A

Uniqueness of the Decomposition (2.2)
Suppose that
Lψ = Lsψ + Lhψ for all ψ in a common core # for

L,Ls,Lh

and
f

Lψ = L'sψ' + L'hψ' for all ψ' in a c o m m o n core <€' for L, L's9 L'h,

where Ls, L's are selfadjoint and Lh, L'h are skewadjoint. Let s be the symmetric
semibounded sesquilinear form defined on φ

and let s (resp., s;) be the restriction of s to Ή (resp., #')• Then
s(φ\ψ) = (φ\Lsψ)

(PiipeW,

s\φ'\ψ') = {φ'\L'sψ>)

φ',ψ'eW.

Clearly s and s' are closable. Moreover, they are contained in the closure of each
other. Indeed, since ^ is a core for L and <€' C @{L\ for all ψf e ^ there exists {ψn} C ^
such that ψn-^\p' and Lψn-+L\p'. Then
IΦ» - V^m I Ψn ~ Ψm)\ = I R<Ψn ~ Ψm I ^(Vπ ~ Ψm))\
S\\ψn-ψJ \\Lψn-LψJ^0.
Hence ψf is in the domain of the closure of s. The same argument can be repeated
with the interchange of ^ and #'. Then the closure of 5 and the closure of s' coincide.
Thus Ls ϊ ^ and L's \c£l have the same Friedrichs extension [24]. But since they are
essentially selfadjoint, LS = L'S. Finally, the closure of L — Lε is a skewsymmetric
closed extension of both Lh \cβ and L'h \cβ'. Hence Lh = L'h = L — Ls.
Appendix B

Proof of Equation (2.4)
Let Ut = Qxp(Lht), Γt = Qxp(Lst). Let {Λt} (resp., {Vt}) be the strongly continuous
predual semigroup of {Φt} (resp., predual group of {αj), and let i f (resp., jS?h) be its
generator. Define J^s as the closure of JS?-JSfh. For i/ eJf, define QweJ(^ by ρv(i4)
= (φ|π(y4)β) for all AeJί. The linear manifold ^ = {ρψ : ipe^} is in the domain of
J2Vand
&£Ψ = QL.Ψ

f

or all

V

e *

The manifolds <f and («/ — JSfs)(? (where«/ denotes the identity map of ^#>iί) are dense
in Jί^. Indeed, ^ and (1 — LJ^ 7 are dense in X since ^ is a core for L s , the range of
(i — Ls) is JΓ, and the set <9p = {ρψ :ψeJf} is dense in Ji^ by [25, Example 5].
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But since <£s is dissipative, (./ — JS?S)~ exists and is continuous, hence the range
of («/ — JS?S) is the whole of Jί^ Then JS?S is the generator of a strongly continuous
contraction semigroup {Yt} oiJί^ by the Phillips-Lumer theorem. Yt is given by the
Trotter product formula
Yt=s-\im{V_tlnΛtlnγ.
Passing to the dual maps,
Y*(A)=w*-lim(<Pilna_1ln)n(A)

for all

AeJί.

It can be easily verified that {Y*} is a dynamical semigroup of Jί. In particular,
complete positivity follows from the fact that the cone of completely positive maps
of a PF*-algebra is closed in the bounded-weak topology [16]. For all ψeJf, AeJi,
we have
Jim (ψ\(Φt/nU _t/nTπ(A)Ω)

(ψ\ ftπ(A)Ω)=
=

lim(ψ\π((Φt/na_tlnr(A))Ω)

= (ψ\π(Y*(A))Ω)
which proves (2.4) with Y*=Γt.
Appendix C
Proof of (2Λ6)-(220)
Starting from the form (2.8) of Ls, we can write Ls = Lι+L2,
LM)=

Σ
rr'ss' = 1

where

Crr,ss,[_Prr,APs,s-\{Prr,Ps,s,An,

Qr=βr',Qs=Qs'

L2(A) =

Σ
rr'ss' = 1

Crr,ss,[_Prr,APs,s - \ {Prr,Pss, A}-].

Qr Φ ρ r ' , ρ s Φ ^ s '

L1 is a ρ-symmetric and τ-symmetric generator, hence it can be given the form (2.15),
which in turn can be diagonalized in terms of nonnegative coefficients Dtj and
selfadjoint operators satisfying (2.17). From the ρ-symmetry and τ-symmetry of Li
it follows QLX(A) = LX{QA) and L^ρ = Lx(Aρ) for all A in g»(tf\ hence, by [26], ρ
commutes with the operators XVj appearing in Lv As for L 2 , it is a ρ-symmetric
generator to which the arguments of [3] can be applied (this is indeed the major part
of the proof). The result then follows.
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